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Plan-S è un'iniziativa lanciata lo scorso settembre da una collaborazione
internazionale di istituzioni finanziatrici della ricerca - cOAlition S - e sostenuta
dal Consiglio Europeo della Ricerca, che mira ad accelerare la transizione al
modello Open Access delle pubblicazioni accademiche. Plan-S impegna gli
aderenti - a partire dal 2020 - a pubblicare i risultati delle ricerche
sostenute con finanziamenti pubblici su riviste o piattaforme Open Access.
Gli organismi finanziatori della ricerca in cOAlition-S sono al momento 13
istituzioni pubbliche, tra le quali da subito l’INFN, e 3 fondazioni private, tra
queste la Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. Numerose altre istituzioni supportano
esplicitamente l’iniziativa, come la European University Association che include
diversi Atenei italiani.
Dopo il lancio del Plan S lo scorso settembre (All.1), ora cOAlition S ha presentato
la guida (All.2) per la sua attuazione. Il documento appena rilasciato chiarisce le
disposizioni del Plan S, descrive le modalità di implementazione, e fornisce
inoltre risposte a domande e commenti emersi dalle discussioni online e dai
dibattiti che a livello internazionale sono seguiti alla pubblicazione del Plan S.
Il Plan S ha dunque come obiettivo la creazione di un sistema di pubblicazioni
accademiche più trasparente, efficiente ed equo, e vuole promuovere una cultura
che garantisca a tutti i ricercatori, e in particolare ai ricercatori a inizio carriera,
l’opportunità di eccellere e far progredire il proprio percorso professionale con
successo. Per realizzare questo, cOAlition S individua tre principali strade da
percorrere: la pubblicazione su riviste o piattaforme già pienamente OA, il
deposito di VoR (Version of Record) e AAM (Author Accepted Manuscript) su
repository OA senza alcun periodo di embargo, e la pubblicazione su riviste
‘ibride’1 solo se queste hanno già sottoscritto un transformative agreement,
ossia purché la rivista si sia già impegnata a diventare completamente OA.
La guida fornisce informazioni e requisiti tecnici per percorrere queste tre strade
verso l’attuazione del Plan S, e dà inoltre indicazioni sulle politiche che le
istituzioni finanziatrici che hanno aderito a cOAlition S intendono mettere in atto
per raggiungere l’obiettivo.
1

le riviste ibride richiedono sia il pagamento degli abbonamenti per i lettori, sia il
pagamento degli oneri di pubblicazione agli autori.
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La guida all’implementazione del Plan S interviene su altri punti cruciali:
specifica che i diritti di autore debbano rimanere agli autori con la licenza CCBY, impegna i firmatari a promuovere metodi di valutazione della ricerca
alternativi alla bibliometria, come per esempio il San Francisco DORA
(https://sfdora.org), e ad aprire uno studio sulle implicazioni e conseguenze
dell’implementazione del Plan S sul mercato mondiale delle riviste
scientifiche.
Plan S è un'azione forte che impegna le istituzioni aderenti a non finanziare la
pubblicazione dei risultati su riviste ibride a meno che essi non siano stati
precedentemente depositati su archivi aperti. Le riviste ibride sono accettate
solamente qualora esse abbiano sottoscritto transformative agreements. A
differenza di altri Paesi europei (Germania e Svezia ad esempio), in Italia i
maggiori editori hanno imposto contratti basati sul modello ibrido. Come
ulteriore elemento, Plan S vincola i partecipanti ad implementare la politica di
obbligatorietà in tempi relativamente stretti: tutti i nuovi progetti approvati
dopo il 1 gennaio 2020 ricadono sotto la nuova policy.
cOAlition S sollecita, da parte delle comunità coinvolte, reazioni e
commenti sulla guida in modo da renderla il più chiara e funzionale
possibile: per farlo c’è tempo fino al 9 febbraio 2019 attraverso il sito di
cOAlition S www.coalition-s.org/feedback
Nell'INFN è in corso una attenta discussione su opportunità e criticità di
Plan S che coinvolge sia il gruppo di lavoro OA sia quello della Valutazione.
Sollecitiamo la raccolta di commenti. critiche e domande per poter
integrare le osservazioni già emerse, delle quali riportiamo esempi nelle
pagine seguenti di questo documento (All.3). In base alle reazioni ricevute
verrà preparato un documento da inviare a cOAlition S.
Per approfondire
Informazioni generali sul progetto: www.coalition-s.org
Guida sull’attuazione del piano S e modulo di feedback pubblico: www.coalitions.org/feedback
Coordinatore gruppo di lavoro INFN per Plan S e Referente Open Access per
l'INFN: stefano.bianco@lnf.infn.it
Rappresentante
Open
Access
in
Science
Europe
per
l'INFN:
laura.patrizii@bo.infn.it

All. 1 Plan S key principles
All. 2 Guidance on the Implementation of Plan S
All. 3 Esempio di domande per cOAlition S
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Plan S
Accelerating the transition to
full and immediate Open Access to
scientific publications

The key principle is as follows:
“After 1 January 2020 scientific publications on the results from research funded by public grants provided
by national and European research councils and funding bodies, must be published in compliant Open
Access Journals or on compliant Open Access Platforms.”

IN ADDITION:
retain copyright of their publication with no
• Authors
restrictions. All publications must be published under
an open license, preferably the Creative Commons
Attribution Licence CC BY. In all cases, the license
applied should fulfil the requirements defined by the
Berlin Declaration;

Funders will ensure jointly the establishment
• The
of robust criteria and requirements for the services
that compliant high quality Open Access journals and
Open Access platforms must provide;

case such high quality Open Access journals or
• Inplatforms
do not yet exist, the Funders will, in a

coordinated way, provide incentives to establish and
support them when appropriate; support will also
be provided for Open Access infrastructures where
necessary;

applicable, Open Access publication fees
• Where
are covered by the Funders or universities, not by

individual researchers; it is acknowledged that all
scientists should be able to publish their work Open
Access even if their institutions have limited means;

Open Access publication fees are applied,
• When
their funding is standardised and capped (across
Europe);

Funders will ask universities, research organisa• The
tions, and libraries to align their policies and strategies, notably to ensure transparency;

above principles shall apply to all types of schol• The
arly publications, but it is understood that the time-

line to achieve Open Access for monographs and
books may be longer than 1 January 2020;

importance of open archives and reposito• The
ries for hosting research outputs is acknowledged

because of their long-term archiving function and
their potential for editorial innovation;

‘hybrid’ model of publishing is not compliant with
• The
the above principles;
Funders will monitor compliance and sanction
• The
non-compliance.

For more information:
http://scieur.org/coalition-s

cOAlition S
Making full and immediate
Open Access a reality

Guidance on the Implementation of Plan S
1. Aim and Scope
Plan S aims for full and immediate Open Access to publications from publicly funded research. The coalition
of research funders that have committed to implement Plan S, known as cOAlition S, therefore calls for a
definitive shift towards new models of academic publishing. cOAlition S aims to accelerate the transition to
a scholarly publishing system that is characterised by immediate, free online access to, and largely
unrestricted use and re-use of scholarly publications. cOAlition S recognises that research funders,
institutions, researchers, learned societies, librarians, and publishers must work together towards a system
of scholarly publishing that is more accessible, efficient, fair, and transparent. cOAlition S will also promote
a culture that ensures that young scholars have opportunities to excel and advance their careers.
cOAlition S is committed to fulfil the specific target set out in Plan S – immediate Open Access to all scholarly
publications from research funded by coalition members from 2020 onwards. cOAlition S does not favour
any specific business model for Open Access publishing or advocate any particular route to Open Access given
that there should be room for new innovative publishing models. Plan S applies to all scholarly output that is
reviewed according to accepted standards within relevant disciplines and is based on results from research
funded fully or partially by cOAlition S members. In addition, cOAlition S strongly encourages that research
data, preprints, and other research outputs are made openly accessible, subject to the usual legal and ethical
considerations. cOAlition S supports the intentions of the San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment
(DORA) 1 that research needs to be assessed on its own merits rather than on the basis of the venue in which
the research is published. cOAlition S members intend to sign DORA and implement those requirements in
their policies.

1

https://sfdora.org/
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The following guidance further specifies the principles of Plan S and provides paths for their implementation
regarding scholarly articles. The guidance is directed at cOAlition S members and the wider international
research community. cOAlition S will, at a later stage, issue guidance on Open Access monographs and book
chapters.

2. Plan S Compliance
All scholarly articles that result from research funded by members of cOAlition S must be openly available
immediately upon publication without any embargo period. They must be permanently accessible under an
open license allowing for re-use for any purpose, subject to proper attribution of authorship. cOAlition S
recommends using Creative Commons licenses (CC) 2 for all scholarly publications and will by default require
the CC BY Attribution 4.0 license for scholarly articles.
Scholarly articles are compliant with Plan S if they are published in compliant Open Access journals or on
compliant Open Access platforms. In addition, cOAlition S will, under specified conditions, accept deposit of
scholarly articles in Open Access repositories and, in a transition period, publishing Open Access in
subscription journals ('hybrid Open Access') under transformative agreements as means to achieve
compliance with Plan S.

Open Access journals or
Open Access platforms
Authors publish in a Plan
S compliant Open Access
journal or on a Plan S
compliant Open Access
platform with a CC BY
license.

Deposition of scholarly articles in Open
Access repositories
Immediately upon publication, authors
deposit the final published version of a
scholarly publication (Version of Record
(VoR)) or an Author's Accepted
Manuscript (AAM), in a Plan S compliant
repository. The document is made
available immediately open access (with
no embargo) under a CC BY license.

Transformative agreements
Authors publish Open Access
with a CC BY license in a
subscription journal that is
covered by a transformative
agreement that has a clear
and time-specified
commitment to a full Open
Access transition.

More details on the requirements for individual publications and for journals, platforms, repositories and
transformative agreements can be found below in the section ’Technical Guidance and Requirements’.
cOAlition S intends to work with the Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ) 3 and the Directory of Open
Access Repositories (OpenDOAR) 4 to establish mechanisms for identifying and signalling whether
journals/platforms and repositories, respectively, are in compliance with the cOAlition S requirements.
Irrespective of the form of publication, cOAlition S recommends that all publications and also other research
outputs are deposited in open repositories and request that publishers facilitate deposit. Deposit of research
outputs in open repositories is recommended to ensure long-term archiving, research management, and to
support maximum re-use.

https://creativecommons.org/share-your-work/licensing-types-examples/
https://doaj.org/
4
http://v2.sherpa.ac.uk/opendoar/
2
3
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3. Publication Costs
There exist different models of financing and paying for Open Access publication. cOAlition S calls for full
transparency and monitoring of Open Access publication costs and fees. Transparency on Open Access
publication costs and fees is included as one of the criteria that define Plan S compliance of journals and
platforms.
Where article processing charges (APCs) apply, cOAlition S will contribute to establishing a fair and
reasonable APC level, including equitable waiver policies, that reflects the costs involved in the quality
assurance, editing, and publishing process and how that adds value to the publication. To help inform the
potential standardisation of fees and/or APC caps, cOAlition S will commission an independent study on Open
Access publication costs and fees (including APCs).
cOAlition S members will ensure financial support for OA publishing via the prescribed routes to compliance.
Grants can be used for financing APCs for Open Access publication in subscription journals (‘hybrid Open
Access’) only under transformative agreements. cOAlition S emphasises that the individual cOAlition S
members are not obliged to enter into transformative agreements nor to fund APCs that are covered by such
agreements.

4. Supporting Quality Open Access Journals and Platforms
cOAlition S intends to jointly support mechanisms for establishing Open Access journals, platforms, and
infrastructures where necessary in order to provide routes to open access publication in all disciplines.
cOAlition S explicitly acknowledges the importance of a diversity of models and non-APC based outlets.
cOAlition S will commission a gap analysis of Open Access journals/platforms to identify fields and disciplines
where there is a need to increase the share of Open Access journals/platforms. cOAlition S members will
collectively establish incentives for establishing Open Access journals/platforms or flipping existing journals
to Open Access, in particular where there are gaps and needs.

5. Timeline
cOAlition S appreciates that the timeline for implementation of Plan S will vary among member organisations.
Implementation of Plan S will take place from 1 January 2020, having impact on either 1) existing grants, 2)
new projects/grants or, at the latest, 3) new calls. cOAlition S members should, at the very least, implement
the new requirements in all calls issued after 1 January 2020.

6. Review
In 2023, cOAlition S will initiate a formal review process that examines the effects of Plan S. The main focus
of the review will be to examine the effect of transformative agreements as well as the option of providing
immediate Open Access to subscription content via open repositories, on achieving a transition to full and
immediate Open Access.

7. Compliance and Sanctioning
The individual members of cOAlition S will align their grant agreements and/or contracts with Plan S and
monitor compliance and sanction non-compliance through enforcing contractual requirements.
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Technical Guidance and Requirements
8. Licensing and Rights
cOAlition S requires that authors must be in the position to post their publications in a compliant platform or
journal of their choice, and be able to re-use content in whichever way they see fit. For scholarly articles the
public should be granted a worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, irrevocable license to share (i.e. copy and
redistribute the material in any medium or format) and adapt (i.e. remix, transform, and build upon the
material) the work for any purpose, including commercially, provided proper attribution is given to the
author. The copyright of the work is left with the legal copyright holder (usually the author or their
institution).
cOAlition S generally recommends using Creative Commons licenses (CC) for all scholarly publications. For
scholarly articles, cOAlition S requires the use of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) 4.0 license. In
addition, cOAlition S will accept the use of the CC BY-SA 4.0 license, and publishing in the public domain (CC0),
in line with the cOAlition S aim of maximum re-use of the research funded. Recognising that the Open Access
definition of the Berlin declaration 5 does not accommodate non-commercial restrictions, cOAlition S will,
therefore, not accept the non-commercial (CC BY-NC) variant. CC BY 4.0 demands that licensees indicate if
changes are made when re-using licensed material, and this means that the CC BY-ND license should not be
necessary for due protection of the rights of the author. For the protection of authors' legal and moral rights
to published material cOAlition S refers either to the respective Rules of Good Research Practices or to the
Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works. 6
Third party content included in a publication (for example images or graphics) is not affected by these
requirements. While all efforts should be made to also make this content as open and reusable as possible,
more restrictive licenses on these aspects of content are acceptable if so required by the third party rights
holder.

9. Open Access Journals and Platforms
Open Access platforms referred to in this section are publishing platforms for the original publication of
research output (for example scholarly articles and conference proceedings). Platforms that merely serve to
aggregate or re-publish content that has already been published elsewhere are not included.
9.1 Basic mandatory criteria for Plan S compliant Open Access journals and platforms:
The journal/platform must be registered in the Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ) or in the process of
being registered.
•
•

5
6

All scholarly content must be openly accessible (journal website or dedicated platform) and free to read
and download immediately upon publication, without any kind of technical or other form of obstacles.
The journal/platform must enable authors to publish under a CC BY 4.0 license (alternatively CC BY-SA
4.0 or CC0).

https://openaccess.mpg.de/Berlin-Declaration
http://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/ip/berne/
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•
•
•
•

The journal/platform must offer authors/institutions the option of full copyright retention without any
restrictions, i.e. no copyright transfer or license to publish that strips the author of essential rights.
The journal/platform must have a solid system in place for review according to the standards within the
relevant discipline, and according to the standards of the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE). Details
on this must be openly available through the website.
The journal/platform must provide automatic APC waivers for authors from low-income countries and
discounts for authors from middle-income countries.
The journal must not have a mirror/sister subscription journal with substantial overlap in editorial board
to avoid business models charging for both access and publication. Such journals will de facto be
considered hybrid journals (see ‘Transformative Agreements’ below).

9.2 Mandatory quality criteria for Plan S compliant journals, platforms, and other venues:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Transparent costing and pricing: information on the publishing costs and on any other factors impacting
the publication fees (for example cross subsidising) must be openly available on the journal
website/publishing platform. This must include details on direct costs, indirect costs and potential
surplus.
Use of DOIs as permanent identifiers (PIDs with versioning, for example in case of revisions).
Deposition of content with a long-term digital preservation or archiving programme (such as CLOCKSS).
Availability of the full text (including supplementary text and data when applicable and feasible) in
machine readable format (for example XML), allowing for seamless Text and Data Mining (TDM).
Linking to underlying data, code, and so on available in external repositories.
High quality article level metadata – including cited references – in standard interoperable format, under
a CC0 public domain dedication. Metadata must include complete and reliable information on funding
provided by cOAlition S funders.
Machine readable information on the Open Access status and the license embedded in the article.

9.3 Recommended additional criteria for journals and platforms:
•
•
•

Support for PIDs for authors (such as ORCID), funders, funding programmes and grants, institutions, and
so on.
Direct deposition of publications by the publisher into Plan S compliant author designated or centralised
Open Access repositories.
Openly accessible data on citations according to the standards by the Initiative for Open Citations I4OC.

10. Deposition of Scholarly Content in Open Access Repositories
10.1 Requirements for authors and publishers:
A copy of the published work must be openly available in a compliant repository under the following
conditions without cost for the depositor/author if it is not available in a compliant journal or platform:
•
•
•

Version: the final published version of the publication (Version of Record) or at least the Author’s
Accepted Manuscript (AAM).
Embargo: no embargo period can be applied; the publication must be fully available Open Access at the
time of publication (including early view version).
License and Copyright: Authors/institutions must retain their copyright and articles must be made
available under the CC BY 4.0 license (alternatively CC BY-SA 4.0 or CC0).
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•
•

•

Self-archiving policy: The self-archiving ('Green Open Access') policy of the venue where the article is
published must be registered in Sherpa/Romeo.
Quality assurance/peer review: The venue where the article is published must have a solid system in
place for review according to the standards within the relevant discipline, and according to the standards
of the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE). Details on this must be openly available through the
website.
Quality criteria: The venue where the article is published must comply with the same quality criteria as
compliant Open Access journals and platforms (see above) to the extent applicable. The ‘Recommended
additional criteria for journals and platforms’ (see point 9.3) also apply here.

10.2 Requirements for Plan S compliant Open Access repositories:
The repository must be registered in the Directory of Open Access Repositories (OpenDOAR) or in the process
of being registered.
In addition, the following criteria for repositories are required:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Automated manuscript ingest facility
Full text stored in XML in JATS standard (or equivalent)
Quality assured metadata in standard interoperable format, including information on the DOI of the
original publication, on the version deposited (AAM/VoR), on the open access status and the license of
the deposited version. The metadata must fulfil the same quality criteria as Open Access journals and
platforms (see above). In particular, metadata must include complete and reliable information on funding
provided by cOAlition S funders. OpenAIRE compliance is strongly recommended.
Open API to allow others (including machines) to access the content
QA process to integrate full text with core abstract and indexing services (for example PubMed)
Continuous availability
Helpdesk

The posting of preprints of the completed manuscript in a repository or on a preprint server under a CC BY
license is strongly encouraged. However, the posting of preprints is not sufficient to be compliant with Plan
S.

11. Transformative Agreements
cOAlition S recognises models that avoid non-transparent and non-fair pricing, such as ‘offsetting’ and ‘read
& publish’ models as a way of achieving compliance with Plan S during a transition period. cOAlition S will
require that the details of such agreements are listed on a website to ensure transparency, and encourages
consortia to develop shared requirements for this. cOAlition S intends to collaborate with the Efficiency and
Standards for Article Charges (ESAC) initiative 7 to ensure registration and dissemination of agreements.
COAlition S acknowledges existing transformative agreements. However, from 2020 onward, new
agreements need to fulfil the following conditions to achieve compliance with Plan S:
•
•

7

The contracts (including costs) of such agreements need to be made publicly available.
Contract negotiations need to be concluded before the end of 2021, and contracts may not last for longer
than three years.

http://esac-initiative.org
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•

The negotiated agreements need to include a scenario that describes how the publication venues will be
converted to full Open Access after the contract expires.

The effects of the transformative agreements will be reviewed in 2023.
cOAlition S acknowledges that some publishers have established mirror journals with one part being
subscription based and the other part being Open Access. Such journals are not compliant with Plan S unless
they are a part of a transformative agreement since they de facto lead to charging for both access and
publishing in the same way as a hybrid journal does. Funding for publishing in such journals will only be
supported under a transformative agreement.
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All.3
Esempi di domande per cOAlition S
1) [Large collaborations] Authors working in large international collaborations
may face the problem of being funded by cOAlition S funders, in a group of
non cOAlition S funders. There may be the case that the majority of
collaborators decide not to post the AAM on certified repository with zero
embargo (Route 2). Conversely, they may chose to publish on hybrid journal,
and refuse authorship for coauthors that are forbidden to pay their share of
APC by their funder.
2) [Freedom of research] Authors are not free to choose the journal they want.
This is a limit to freedom of research.
3) [Copyright] Journals may demand to sign of a Copyright transfer agreement
after acceptance and before publication. If authors do not sign, they will not
publish the paper. If the authors sign, they may be retroactively forbidden to
post the AAM and could be asked to remove it for the certified repository with
zero embargo.
4) [Research assessment] The Italian research assessment system for
University careers (ASN) and for University ranking (VQR) is based on
bibliometry. Parameters such as IF and h index may be reduced for authors
whose Institute is a cOAlition S funder.
5) [APC and market] Once the system is changed to APC, it will be impossible
to moderate it with caps since it will evolve dynamically. Plan S
implementation guide states the funding of working groups dedicated to the
study of economic implications of a switch to APC market. How and this will
be implemented ? Are there results ? Shouldn’t results be available well
before 2020.01.01 ?
6) [Support of repositories] The role of institutional, certified repositories is
crucial for Route 2. Plan S declares support. Will cOAlition S provide fresh
funds to develop repositories ?
7) [arXiv] arXiv is a leading subject repository in physics. As it is now, it does
not meet the requirements for cOAlition S certified repository. Does cOAlition
S have plans about that ?
8) [Mixed affiliations] In large collaborations is quite frequent to have authors
with two affiliations. A large fraction of Italian authors in High Energy Physics
is employee by University and associated to INFN. The former have not
joined cOAlition S, the latter have. How are similar cases dealt with ?
9) [Verification] Who (and how) will verify that member funders will obey the
Plan S ten principles ? A specific software will be run to check that papers
with authors from cOAlition S funders indeed appear on OA journals or
platforms ?
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